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MOBE3 WMS + SAP S/4HANA
Your Formula for Warehouse Domination

https://www.evssw.com/mobe3-sap
https://www.evssw.com/mobe3-sap
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Simplicity is the ultimate 
sophistication.

-Leonardo da Vinci



EVS, LLC | mobe3 + S/4HANA Guide | 2024

Developed by industry renegades unwilling to accept the status quo, mobe3 Cloud is the first iOS-native WMS 
to infiltrate the enterprise market.

Intuitive yet powerful, mobe3 evolves WMS for the next generation of warehousing. Inspired by Apple’s sleek 
user experience but engineered for warehouse workflow, mobe3 is second nature to use, highly configurable, 
deploys lightning fast, & now integrates with SAP S/4HANA.

High volume? Unique inventory reqs? Buckle up. Managing complex operations has never felt so simple. From 
the warehouse to the boardroom, fire up your workforce with a secret weapon that ignites serious progress.

Welcome to a new era of warehouse management. Welcome to mobe3 WMS.

MOBE3 WMS: a            warehouse management systembe  erbetter
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MOBEIT’S TIME TO MOBELIZE
Transform your workforce into warehouse warriors. 
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optimize adopt launch observe

DO MORE WITH LESS
Step up your game. Smoke the competition. 
Experience the confidence of knowing your 
warehouse is operating at peak efficiency.

 █  3x output—system-directed workflows 
 █  Automate processes. Annihilate error.  
 █  Don’t guess, know—real-time inventory views
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SKIP STRAIGHT TO PRODUCTIVE
What happens when you empower your 
employees with a tool they already know  
& love? Training timelines transform.

 █  User interface? Michelangelo couldn’t sculpt it better 

 █  Novice to ninja in 45 minutes  
 █  Keep your crew—happy employees stick around

optimize adopt launch observe
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optimize adopt launch observe

DEPLOY AT LIGHTSPEED
Implementations shouldn’t be a life sentence. 
Dodge the deployment drag. Get up & 
running faster than you can say ‘ROI.’

 █  Save the drama for your mama—less disruption/downtime 
 █  No-nonsense concurrent user pricing  
 █  Dynamic architecture—evolves with your business
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 █  Pinpoint position—workforce, equipment, inventory 
 █  Assign work based on employee location  
 █  Worker safety, restricted area alerts, efficiency metrics

YOUR RTLS FAST TRACKNEW  
By harnessing Apple indoor positioning 
technology, mobe3 fires up live locating in your 
facility. No additional infrastructure required.

optimize adopt launch observe
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“EVS is the first WMS provider to embed  
real-time indoor locating technology into its 
system with mobe3 Live... [which can be]  
used to optimize warehouse layout, get 
insights into employee productivity, &  
improve the safety & security of the facility.”

Gartner, Midmarket Context: ‘Magic Quadrant for 
Warehouse Management Systems,’ 2023
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We put ten WMS 
systems side by side— 
one of them being 
mobe3—& it was 
obvious: one of these  
is not like the others.

-warehouse technology leader



Why simply keep up with the competition when you can leave them light years behind? Unleash your 
warehouse beast with mobe3’s turnkey SAP S/4HANA integration.

Liberate your crew from clunky, 
overcomplicated WMS. Unleash 
their potential with mobe3’s intuitive 
interface that obliterates complexity  
& annihilates learning curves. 

Meet demand with lightning-fast, 
error-free order processing. Get 
ready to break the speed limit. 
Fulfillment has never been this 
efficient. Or cool. 
 

Level-up warehouse workflows. 
Automate tasks & minimize time-
consuming, error-prone manual 
interference. Experience a seismic 
shift in efficiency.

With mobe’s embedded RTLS 
technology, you can now track your  
inventory’s live journey through your  
warehouse. Stay ahead, stay compliant,  
surpass industry standards.

No more discrepancies. No more lag. 
Just real-time inventory data sync’d 
between your WMS & ERP. Now you 
can track stock levels, movements,  
& availability with the tap of a finger.

Reach new heights without being 
tethered by customizations. 
mobe3 is dynamic, configurable, 
& ready shift with your evolving 
needs.

WMS made sexy.

Crush the fulfillment game.

Revolutionize your workflow.

Trailblazing traceability.

The power of now. 

The sky is not the limit.

Two powerhouses. One stellar impact.
MOBE3 WMS   SAP S/4HANA+
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Curious how mobe3 stacks up against other WMS options like SAP EWM? Don’t let mobe3’s 
good looks fool you, there’s a beast under that hood. In fact, during a functionality face-off, 
EWM delivered only 70% of what mobe3 does right out of the box. 

mobe3 vs EWM
THE FUNCTION JUNCTION
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During a detailed 
analysis of our existing 
systems [SAP EWP] & 
side-by-side demos, 
mobe3 was surprisingly 
capable, easy to use, & 
expandible if needed.

-Director of Innovation, Fortune 50 
Manufacturer
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ARE YOU 
READY TO  
RUMBLE?
Just a preview of 
mobe3’s high-octane 
feature suite.

Unmistakably mobe3, 
engineered for ultimate 
torque.

Built-in camera
FaceTime
Apple indoor positioning

IOS FUNCTIONALITY

Indoor locating: workers, equipment, inventory
Geofencing + breach notifications
Worker safety
Efficiency & utilization metrics

RTLS

Auto-navigation via SmartBarcode scanning
On-the-fly change configuration
User-defined web screens
Product visibility post-picking for shipment
One-step warehouse to warehouse transfers

USABILITY

Allocation rules
Dynamic pick functions
Kanban replenishment
Rule setting based on hold reason

PERFORMANCE

BI dashboard reporting
On-demand traceability reporrts

BUSINESS DATA



YOUR SPREADSHEET JUST GOT SPANKED
Distill your data into rocket fuel. Command your warehouse with real-time 
insights into capacity, productivity, shipping, & more. mobe3’s Power BI 
subscription provides instant access to easy-to-digest reports on the 
metrics that matter most. 

I.BYOBI. Prefer to do it yourself? 
We’ll provide the data views;  
you bring your own BI expertise.
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MOBE3 WMS + SAP S/4HANA
Never settle.

https://www.evssw.com/mobe3-sap
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